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Our Stadium Solutions 

Connecting in a Challenging Environment 

Throughout the world, stadium and concert arenas generate billions of dollars 

annually by attracting millions of visitors for multiple occasions such as concerts and 

sporting events. For example, in the United States alone, the top 200 stadiums draw 

181 million visitors every year. 1 

With a multitude of visitors, stadium and arena venues are feeling the pressure to 

meet a high demand to provide all of the technical services that a visitor can receive 

in an office or their own home.  This includes reliable Wi-Fi network service that will 

allow quick, seamless connectivity for any and all mobile devices.   

To provide this level of service, stadium and arena venues are contacting wireless 

experts to assist them with configuring a solid Wi-Fi network in a challenging 

environment.    

ACCELTEX SOLUTIONS 

AccelTex Solutions has worked with various partners and clients to provide reliable 

Wi-Fi network service to numerous stadiums and concert venues across the U.S.  

The AccelTex Solutions team has over 25 years of experience in the wireless network 

industry and is a leading manufacturer of Wi-Fi products.  

The AccelTex Solutions team has the capability of developing new products and 

manufacturing them in a short timeframe.  Our clients and business partners 

experience the following benefits when designing and ordering any custom-

designed solution enclosure 

 Customized solutions made to order 

 Short turn-around time on customizations 

 Lower costs than most competitors on customized projects 

 Can order small runs of custom products 

 Conceptual drawings available quickly 

 
1

Wm.com. (2018). [online] Available at: https://www.wm.com/sustainability-services/documents/insights/Stadiums%20and%

20Arenas%20Insight.pdf [Accessed 9 Aug. 2018].  



CEILING SOLUTIONS 

Our ceiling solutions for large public 

venues  provide  RF coverage in high 

traffic areas such as the concession 

area, the concourse area, private 

suites and the audience seating area.  

Solutions include customized ceiling 

enclosures, antennas, mounts and  AP 

covers.  

UNDER SEAT SOLUTIONS 

Our under seat solutions enable 

stronger RF coverage for the audience 

seating area in both indoor and 

outdoor settings.  The enclosures are 

waterproof—protecting the valuable 

Wi-Fi equipment inside. They can also 

be configured based on specific seat 

heights. We can also further customize  

enclosures by coloring them or by 

having company logos etched on the 

lid. 

ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

CEILING SOLUTIONS 
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High Density 13 dBi Patch Antenna 

Universal AP & Antenna  Mount  

UNDER SEAT SOLUTIONS 

AP Covers 

Ceiling or Wall Enclosure  

http://bit.ly/2Cpatjj
http://bit.ly/2Cpatjj
http://bit.ly/2Cq2ToA
http://bit.ly/2CnKEjA
http://bit.ly/2Cpatjj
http://bit.ly/2CqtYIk


HANDRAIL SOLUTIONS 

Our handrail antenna provides two-

way RF coverage for any area where 

handrails are located. The antenna 

also ships with a patent-pending 

universal mount system compatible 

with multiple types of handrails.  

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 

The outdoor solutions allow strong 

wireless service to be available in 

outdoor areas such as parking lots, 

court yards, public gathering areas, 

parking garages and stadium 

entrances.  

HANDRAIL ANTENNA (Patent Pending) 
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Handrail Antenna Installed on 

Handrail Base 

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 

Bollard Solar Solution In-Ground Enclosure 

http://bit.ly/2CsrUjg
http://bit.ly/2Cs2EJX
http://bit.ly/2CrkCfx


SKIN SOLUTIONS 

Our vinyl covers or “skins” are an 

innovative way to hide wi-fi products  

by blending them into any 

environment.  

 They go directly on the product 

and can be easily removed if 

necessary 

 They do not effect RF coverage 

 The skins can match any 

environment including rock, brick, 

foliage and wood 

 Outdoor rated 

SKIN SOLUTIONS 
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Cisco AP-1542 Before and After Skinning 

Custom Enclosure Cover Skinned to Match the Wood 



AccelTex Solutions is a leading U.S. based manufacturer 
specializing in wireless accessory products that are 
compatible with multiple enterprise-class Wi-Fi access 
points. With over 25 years of experience in the wireless 
industry, our products are designed based on customer 
need. Our products include antennas, enclosures and 
cables as well as customized solutions.  
 
Our prompt response and flexibility means our 
customers and business partners receive innovative 
products and services that accelerate their wireless 
productivity and return on investment faster than ever. 
 
Experience the AccelTex Solutions difference today and 
score big with your stadium wi-fi.  
 

ACCELTEX SOLUTIONS 

506 E. Ramsey, Suite 5 
San Antonio, TX  78216 

888.406.8906  
sales@acceltex.com 

www.acceltex.com. 
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